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Disclaimer: This is not a solicitation for investment, tax advice or legal advice.
This Guide is for informational and educational purposes only.  Consult with

your CPA and attorney before making any investment decision.

Question 1: Is Real Estate Currently a Smart Investment?

To answer this question, first let’s determine which part of the real estate market cycle

we are currently experiencing. The real estate market has four phases:

Phase  (NJ Real Estate Market)

1. Buyers Phase 1 (2008 - 2011)

2. Buyers Phase 2 (2012 - 2015)

3. Sellers Phase 1 (2016 - 2018)

4. Sellers Phase 2 (2019 - ??)

Although the market is at a seller’s phase 2, opportunities are still available if you

know where to look and who to work with. Being picky is required in all market
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phases but especially in a sellers phase 2. A savvy real estate team can find

opportunities in any market phase. Great deals are not found, they are created.

The advantages of a sellers phase 2 market is as follows:

1. Rent prices are high

2. Interest rates are low

3. Good time for sellers to harvest equity growth

4. Banks are eager to lend

The disadvantages of a seller’s phase 2 market is:

1. Low inventory

2. High asking prices

3. High purchasing competition

In today’s market, a good option is to take advantage of historically low interest rates

and high residential rental prices by owning apartment buildings. As many sellers

look to unload their properties in a sellers phase 2 market, the opportunities can be

prevalent.

Pro Tip : Find an “off market deal” : One of the biggest challenges in a sellers phase

2 market is finding a discounted property for sale. To achieve this, the goal is to find

an “off market deal” or a pocket listing from a real estate broker. You want to find

opportunities that less buyers know about to avoid bidding wars. Being direct to the

landlord is the best scenario for sourcing a property priced below market value but

this is hard to accomplish in a seller’s phase 2.

Advertising to landlords may be a route to sourcing off market deals or building

relationships with active property brokers so they bring you their listings first.
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Question 2:  To Be an Active or Passive Investor?

The biggest mistake new investors make is trying to do it all themselves. Since real

estate is everywhere, it is tempting to jump right in and try to buy that ugly house

down the street. Before you take the plunge to fix up the neighborhood eyesore, first

decide: do you have the time and  experience to be an active real estate operator?

Below is a summary of active investing versus passive investing to help you decide

which is the best fit for your goals:

1. Active investment - Requires 20-50 hours per week & your personal credit

a. Examples:

i. Buying a rental property yourself and doing one or all of the

following: Managing the contractors/ service providers,

managing the tenants and/or paying the bills.
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2. Passive investment - Requires funds to invest but no time.

a. Examples:

i. REIT - Real Estate Investment Trust (generally publicly traded

stock)

ii. B. Syndication - Private ( i.e. Peoples Capital Group) or Public

(online syndication with small minimum investment)

When choosing to be an Active or Passive investor in real estate, there are several

important criteria to consider.  One of our long time investors at Peoples Capital

Group was an active real estate investor most of their life, this meant dealing with the

management of his own properties, including managing the tenant calls, writing the

leases, managing contractors and personally guaranteeing mortgage debt . Through

time, however,  he began slowly investing with Peoples Capital Group (PCG) and

discovered it had afforded him to earn similar returns on his investment without

having to do the difficult and tedious day to day and month to month work i.e. he

gained more free time to spend doing the things that he enjoys doing with his family

and less on the things he does not love to do (dealing with tenants and contractors)!

Sometimes doing something yourself is not the solution. Hiring professionals with

experience who have already learned from their mistakes can at times be the best

way to proceed. This holds true, as well, for a complicated, management intensive

asset class such as real estate.

Also, by teaming up with a company that pools investment capital, an individual

could own a piece of a larger and financially stronger building. More rental units

under one roof allows for economies of scale and therefore a stronger return on

investment. By teaming up with a group of investors, individuals can own part of
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larger buildings without having to invest all the required capital. This not only limits

investor risk but also allows for stronger wealth creation.

Hedge against a raining day

When getting started with real estate, passive investing can be a great hedge

because it allows one to earn a return by investing in not only the real estate but also

in people with experience and expertise in real estate.  Those who learn from such

experienced individuals can then decide if being an active real estate operator /

investor is what they want to spend their time doing.  As all real estate owners soon

learn, being an active investor can be a full time job!

One passive investment option backed by Real Estate is a publicly traded REIT (Real

Estate Investment Trust). REIT’s allow investors to move money in and out of the

market more quickly than a syndicate because a REIT is a stock backed by real estate.

REIT’s produce strong dividends but the value of the stock can drop very quickly as

we saw in early 2020,  with some REIT’s dropping nearly 80%. Tangible, well

managed real estate bought through a syndicate does not historically drop by 80%

over 3 weeks as a publicly traded REIT could. The value of actual real estate is far less

volatile, especially in a strong metropolitan market while being professionally

managed.
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Additionally, publicly traded stocks (REITS) do not offer tax depreciation - one of the

other major benefits of owning  tangible real estate.

Peoples Capital Group believes the best way to get started investing in real estate is

with assets that allow for the full benefits of owning real estate. The taking of Tax

depreciation can be an invaluable part of owning real estate. The three main benefits

of real estate investing are cash flow, equity growth and tax benefits. Since a publicly

traded REIT does not offer tax benefits as a real estate syndicate does, REIT’s can

create a tax burden. Investing in a real estate syndicate offers more tax shelters.

Individuals who are considering a passive investment with tax benefits should

consider a private syndication with a company that has a proven track record and

who provides a comfort level that works for the individual.

The following chapters will explore the most recession resilient markets, the types of

properties that Peoples Capital Group acquires with its partners and why PCG uses a

buy, renovate, refinance, repeat strategy for itself and its partners.
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Investment Planning for Bull and Bear Markets

Question 3: How to Protect Your Investment in a Bear

Market
When investing in real estate, the keys to protecting your hard earned money in a

market slow down is to:

1. Make your money when you buy (goal 10-25%+ below current market value)

2. Invest in moderately priced real estate (RE), not the best property in the best

city

3. Invest in RE that has the potential to produce consistent net cash flow

4. Focus on properties with rents that middle income earners can afford

5. Focus on a strong metropolitan area

6. Work with experienced RE professionals and/or partners

There are real estate syndication companies that focus on buying apartment

buildings in emerging markets hundreds and even thousands of miles away from

their office with the goal to sell the property in three to five years. This strategy can

produce strong returns but it has two inherent flaws.

1. Timing an emerging market for sale of property

2. Trusting a third party management company states away
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That is why we focus on buying in areas that allow you to commute into Manhattan in

less than 1 hour. The demand to live in North Jersey near public transportation to

commute into the greatest city on earth (based on North Jersey polling) remains

strong through recession. Whether it’s a seller’s market or a buyer’s market, people

need and want to live near New York City but on the Jersey side.

Above: Picture of Downtown Newark, NJ - allows for a 30 minute commute to

Manhattan.

There are other companies repositioning apartment buildings (buying mis-managed

apartment buildings and improving the cash flow) in emerging markets. Hoping to

choose the right management company and overseeing them closely, we found this

strategy to have significant flaws and a high risk.
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Most real estate syndications rely on outside management companies to take a

mismanaged apartment building, improve the building to earn higher rents from all

the units while lowering the monthly expenses.

The great flaw in many syndication companies is that they are reliant on third party

property management- we removed this issue. PCG Property Management was

created in 2015 to manage all PCG assets so they perform as targeted.

Also, investing in emerging markets inherits more risk. As the owners of PCG, we

believe that knowing the NJ market from 20 years of combined investment

experience, knowing the minute changes in laws from town to town and living in this

market our entire life gives us a competitive edge.

Don’t necessarily buy in the city the media says is the next boom city. Cities will grow

and slow, committed management and experienced operators are more important to

protecting your investment long term.

Above: 196 9th st in Passaic NJ. Multifamily Apartment Building acquired by Peoples

Capital Group and its investors in January of 2019 for 20% below appraised value.
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Question 4: Where Is The Best Market to Invest?

When Seth Martinez and Aaron Fragnito (Founders of PCG) began purchasing in

Downtown Newark, NJ in 2012, many people urged us not to invest there. The

schools are ranked poorly, crime is high and the household income is low. Newark

was in the papers mostly for crime rather than real estate development. But the city

was changing and the seeds for a lively downtown had been planted.

The infrastructure to quickly commute in and from NYC and it’s boroughs allowed

Newark NJ to begin to reestablish itself a business hub. As Prudential, Audible and

other fortune 500 companies started placing headquarters there, leasing office space

and developing office space, we saw the writing on the wall. Rutgers University, New

Jersey Institute of Technology and Essex County Community College continue to

drive demand for housing and improve safety around their campuses.

Today, Newark NJ is a very in demand location for both real estate investors and

commuters alike. Many properties have flourished into extremely profitable

investments through cash flow and equity growth as rents and values have

consistently increased through the last decade.

Peoples Capital Group doesn’t buy anywhere in Newark and there are still parts of

Newark we do not seek to own. However, by purchasing in certain pockets where

there has been tangible, consistent growth, we are confident that the demand to live

near universities and public transportation for easy NYC commuting will remain

consistent through the next market cycle.
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Above:  Invest in Towns with Train Stations direct to NYC

New Jersians saw the Hoboken boom, then Jersey City, then Newark a decade later

and now we see the same infrastructure and development beginning to take place in

Paterson NJ.

Paterson NJ is another North Jersey city within the NYC Metropolitan Market that

allows a commuter to reach New York City through bus or train in less than an hour.

This is the same commute time for many North Jersey cities that have extremely high

rent prices. Paterson has poorly ranked schools and high crime just like Newark but

Paterson has not taken off like Newark - yet.

Paterson is the 3rd largest city in NJ (Newark #1, Jersey City #2) and located outside

of NYC similar to Newark and JC. Many of the reasons Newark flourished but

Paterson did not over the last decade are because of:

1. Past political leaders did NOT promote development - This relates with #1

because leadership starts at the top, but Paterson has only decided to allow
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development in its city in the last 4 years. Before this the corrupt politicians

had no plans to bring in development and allow a downtown to be created.

2. Corrupt politicians - Joey Torres was Mayor of Paterson for 12 of the last 18

years in Paterson then went to jail. We met with Mr. Torres when he was acting

Mayor just days before he was indicted. He had very poor understanding of

how business worked, seemed unengaged and unrealistic with his strategy for

us to buy city owned properties for 150% of what they were worth while

enforcing countless restrictions.

3. No Downtown Activity- A city needs a vibrant downtown. Newark created a

downtown first and grew out from there. Folks need nightlife and

entertainment. NJPAC (New Jersey Performing Arts Center) in downtown

Newark was the beginning of the transformation that took place in Newark as

the light rail then followed. Jersey City and Hoboken both have a bustling

nightlife and downtown as well.

Above: A 25 Unit in Paterson NJ Owned by PCG

In the last 4 years, the political leadership in Paterson has shown that they will

approve ambitious developments, work with developers to offer incentives and allow

new class A real estate to be developed creating a downtown with nightlife. Also

work with the federal government to attract funds for welcome centers, parks and
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city development. Fifteen large new developments are taking place or already

completed in Paterson, NJ creating a high end market.

Peoples Capital Group is therefore taking the initiative to acquire apartment

buildings around these developments, seeing what happened in Newark - but not

projecting the same. We hope for the best but plan to deal with the worse and still

succeed.

A smart Real Estate  Investment company will invest in the right pockets of certain

inner city areas at the right times. Location is important but so is timing. Buy when

the real estate is cheap in a city. Once the downtown boom is all over the front page,

it is often too late, the real estate is overpriced.

Positive change in leadership, opportunity zones, and strong infrastructure are all

indications that a city is set to boom and some cities like Paterson are showing signs

of doing  just that.

As a growing real estate investment company, Peoples Capital Group is investing in

the NYC Metropolitan area, specifically 1 hour from outside NYC: Paterson, Newark,

Plainfield, Elizabeth, Berkeley Heights, Passaic and other North Jersey markets that

allow our tenants to commute into NYC in one hour or less.
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Above: Picture of Paterson NJ - allows for a 1 hour commute to Manhattan but RE

values are priced below other cities offering the same.

Question 5: Why Own a Small Piece of a Big Building?

One of the first buildings PCG bought was a 5 unit. The roof had a mysterious leak

that has cost nearly $20,000 to fix through the years. This has caused the building to

lose money year over year. If this building had 25 units, a $20,000 leak would be

frustrating but would most likely not prevent the building from producing positive

cash flow. It is far more affordable to have 25 units under one roof rather than 5.

The same thing happened with many of our buildings with less than 10 units.

Maintenance and vacancy costs were so high relative to the income, the buildings

produced very little positive cash flow. One vacancy on a duplex causes you to lose

50% of your income in turn causing the landlord to lose money every month. One

vacancy on a 25 unit and the property will still create positive cash flow every month.
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We aim to buy properties that can cover all of their costs with 15%+ of the units

being vacant. Through the years, we have learned owning apartment buildings 10

units and larger allows for positive cash flow and are lower risk investments for

ourselves and our partners.

More Units = More tenants paying rent = Better Investment

Building a nest egg with Real Estate Investments

Smaller investors can work with a syndicate to pool their capital allowing them to buy

a larger building and reap the multiple benefits where normally they would not have

this option. This pooling of capital is called a syndication and can be used to buy one

or many pieces of real estate.

Active real estate management is hard work, and making consistent profit from

property is even more difficult. Investing in a syndicate is similar to hiring

experienced  professionals to make sure your real estate investments are performing

well.
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There are two types of real estate syndicates:

Public syndication - generally small minimum investment, due diligence

supplied by middle man, thousands of investors

Private Syndication - Larger minimum investment, less investors, operators or

company may be more available and transparent

The syndication space is quite popular these days with online crowdfunding sites and

many different options for investors. Now you can invest as little as $500 in a

syndication through certain crowdfunding sites.

The problem with these types of public syndications is that you rarely get to meet

and know the operators and your actual ROI  (Return on Investment) can be lowered

through middleman fees.

Be sure to know if your syndicate operators are focused on producing long term

results through actual heads up real estate management or are they selling someone

else’s syndicate. Connecting with the operators and completing due diligence on the

operators is crucial when selecting a syndicate to invest in. When completing your

research, keep in mind that the operators are equally as important as the deal

specifics.

Getting started with real estate investing can be lower risk by working with an

experienced investment company that is transparent, handles the risk of the

mortgage and is able to explain to their clients exactly how their funds are allocated,

managed and grown.
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Interest rates are low (especially on large buildings) and residential rents are high so

multi-family real estate is a great way for operators and investors to earn consistent

profits. Apartment buildings syndications are currently some of the most profitable

and lower risk investments available right now. Always do your research to

understand the investment risks.

Above: Springholm Drive Holdings, located in Berkeley Heights NJ.  14-unit

apartment complex PCG acquired with its passive investors in 2019 using a

syndicate.
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Question 6: What is the Best Type Of Real Estate to

Own?
Real estate is rated in 4 classes:

Class A - nicest, newest, most expensive, typically best locations.

Class B - nice quality in good locations

Class C - older building in a less desirable location

Class D - cheapest, oldest, least desirable locations

PCG started by investing in Class D real estate but quickly learned that Class D

properties look profitable on paper but do not cash flow easily in real life. The wear

and tear on the units create huge maintenance costs,  while the management is

costly with constant issues.

Ground up construction of Class A property (the best most expensive type of real

estate) projects impressive returns sometimes up to 20%. This may work at certain

times in certain markets but high end real estate development is also the riskiest form

of real estate development. It is often overproduced and the most expensive type of

property so in a recession people move to mid level properties (Class B and C

Property).
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Above: Class B Apartment Building, Paterson NJ

This is one of the reasons we focus on acquiring Class B and C apartment buildings.

They are affordable, have moderate holding costs, are desirable to the largest tenant

class and people need a roof over their head in good times and bad!

Value Add Opportunity

The best type of real estate to purchase is properties that have value add. That

means there is something that can be improved on the property to earn a higher

rent. Perhaps the kitchens and bathrooms need to be remodeled or the common

areas need a face lift. Perhaps the last landlord simply forgot to raise the rent for the

last 5 years and now rents are 25% below market value.

Value add opportunity allows property owners to force value into the property

through physical renovations, then leasing the unit for a higher amount. This allows

the building to produce more revenue and grow in value. This is also called forced

equity as it allows owners to force more equity into their property.
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The demand for rental housing tends to stay strong in recession, less people buy,

more people rent, holding demand strong. But only hoping demand stays strong is

not a great long term strategy for operators or investors. The operators need to know

what they are doing and have a value add strategy that is logical, plans for a best

case, worst case and most likely case scenario over the life of the investment.

Question 7: Does One Need a Competitive Edge?

In business, a competitive edge is similar to a Unique Selling Proposition (USP).

Those individuals and companies who have them tend to be more successful than

those who do not.  In real estate, a competitive edge could be several things.  Such

as:  negotiation skills, marketing skills, property management skills, etc.  At Peoples

Capital Group, though we pride ourselves on our marketing and negotiating skills,

we believe our competitive edge is our management company.  Having a competent

and effective property management company that can consistently achieve a high

collection rate, manage the maintenance and repositioning of an apartment building

is a critical necessity to the success of a multifamily real estate asset. At PCG we have

worked with several management companies in the past, it was found that none were

capable of producing consistent results that we targeted.
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Above: Being lifted above the pitfalls by working with experienced operators

Most management companies we have found to not be able to apply all of their

resources to their clients' property.  This is in part due to the fact that they tend to

have other customers, commitments and standards. Management companies often

work on extremely tight profit margins and need to spread their resources over as

many accounts as possible to provide the agreed service but also earn a reasonable

profit.

One management company collected the rent and called a plumber when a pipe

leaked but was not able to manage renovations. Another, though with a well

respected realty brand, achieved only 75% collections while promising over 95%

collections, and a third management company stole money from us.  In the last case,

this unscrupulous management company appeared to be trustworthy and family

owned but ended up renting out the same unit to multiple people in one day and

running off with the money (and keys)!

Because of this, we found most management companies promised impeccable

service in the interview but the collection numbers would tell a different story once

they won our business. We often found excuses instead of net profits confirming that
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sometimes if you want something done right, you have to do it yourself (or develop

your own company).

These experiences forced us to create our own management because we wanted to

be able to provide our investors and ourselves with the best management possible

for what our aim was i.e. repositioning real estate to obtain the most value from each

unit and create as much equity as possible for our passive investors.

Aggressively improving the cash flow of an apartment building is a lot of work. It

takes years of real estate experience and expertise.  Each apartment unit must be

handled on a case by case basis taking into consideration the legal and ethical

factors involving each tenant. For example, does the unit have rent control?

Is the tenant disabled?

Will the municipality permit the landlord to not renew a lease for a low paying

tenant?

What is the process of converting the utilities?

The ideal type of property for PCG Property Management
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Through the last 10 years Peoples Capital Group has developed a different strategy,

we manage all of our properties in house with our company PCG Property

Management.

This allows us to have complete control over how our buildings are managed and

enforce integrity in daily operations. We realized someone else is not going to care

for your baby like you do.

PCG Property Management is focused on taking a mis-managed apartment building

and turning it into a consistently profitable asset. There is a lot of work behind the

scenes to find, underwrite, manage and reposition these buildings but that is where

value is provided and that is how wealth is created in Real Estate.

Investing in real estate with a syndicate company that brings the expertise of

managing and improving the value of a piece of real estate can be a good

investment.  Look for a proven track record with assets in locations that have

continued to be profitable and through bull and bear markets. At PCG we aim to

bring that opportunity to our investors consistently. We manage only PCG properties

with the goal of out performing our targets year over year.
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Summary

During volatile times, the philosophy of Peoples Capital Group is: stick to what

works. We find People are best situated to approach real estate by educating

themself, building strong relationships with professionals in the real estate field and

trying to minimize their risk by investing in real estate that has good upside i.e. close

to transportation, value add opportunity and newly developed areas.  Peoples

Capital Group has found through its over 20 years of combined real estate

experience that by positioning oneself for a long term investment in real estate, the

upside can exceed most other investments available.

Additionally, peace of mind, slow and consistent success is often more attractive to

an experienced investor than riskier, high returns.  A targeted 10%+ can be an

aggressive return on investment that beats most other passive investment options

outside of real estate yet doesn’t take on the extreme risk of higher return products.

Fortunately, PCG has been able to historically accomplish this level of return.

Looking for more information?
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Visit www. PeoplesCapitalGroup.com

Email info@PeoplesCapitalGroup.com to request additional information about

Peoples Capital Group.

Passive Income Streams Through Real Estate Investments

Disclaimer: This is not a solicitation for investment, tax advice or legal advice. For
informational purposes only. Consult with your CPA and attorney before making any
investment decisions. Peoples Capital Group is not a licensed securities dealer.
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